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For any finite group G we construct a canonical model for embedding a principal G-bundle 
tibrewise into a given locally trivial fibration with a connected manifold M of dimension n 2 2 
as fibre. The construction uses configuration spaces. We apply the construction to obtain a 
canonical model for the class of principal G-bundles which are polynomial when considered as 
covering maps. Finally, we give an algebraic characterization of the polynomial principal G- 
bundles in terms of homomorphisms into braid groups. 
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characteristic homomorphism 
Embedding problems for finite covering maps into vector bundles have recently 
been the subject of several papers: Hansen [7], Duvall and Husch [2] and [3], 
Prevot [14], Hansen and Mailer [8], Moller [13]. Earlier work includes papers of 
Schwarzenberger [15] and [16]. Special attention has been given to embeddings 
into complex line bundles: Hansen [5] and [6], Lonsted [lo], Moller [12], and from 
a different point of view Duchamp and Hain [l]. 
In this paper we investigate embedding problems for the special class of finite 
covering maps defined by principal G-bundles, where G is a finite group. 
For a given locally trivial fibration p: V-+ X over a connected CW-complex X 
and with a connected manifold M of dimension n 2 2 as fibre, we construct in 
Section 1 a principal G-bundle from which any (if any) principal G-bundle 7r : E + X 
admitting an embedding into p: V+ X is induced as a pull-back bundle. The 
construction uses configuration spaces and is related to one by Duchamp and 
Hain [l]. 
In Section 2 we specialize p to the trivial complex line bundle proj, : X x @ + X 
over X. The principal G-bundles which embed into the trivial complex line bundle 
are precisely those G-bundles, which as covering maps are polynomial in the sense 
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of [5] and [6]. From the construction in Section 1 we derive a canonical model for 
the class of polynomial G-bundles. 
Finally, in Section 3 we characterize the class of polynomial principal G-bundles 
algebraically by homomorphisms into braid groups. 
0. Basic notation and assumptions 
Throughout this paper G denotes a finite group of order JGI and with neutral 
element 1 E G. We shall work with embeddings of a principal G-bundle r: E + X 
(right G-action on E) into a locally trivial fibration p: V+ X with a connected 
manifold M of dimension n Z= 2 as fibre. By an embedding of r into p, we understand 
a map h : E + V commuting with projections onto X, 
h 
E-V 
\/ 
ii P 
X 
which maps E homeomorphically onto its image h(E) in K We assume that the 
base space X is a connected space with the homotopy type of a CW-complex and, 
when necessary, equipped with a nondegenerate base point X~E X. 
1. A canonical model for embedding principal G-bundles into bundles of manifolds 
Let F,(M) denote the space of injective maps c: G+ M of G into M equipped 
with the topology induced from the product topology on the space of all maps of 
G into M. 
We can define a free G-action 
/A: F,(M)xG+F,(M) 
by associating to c E Fc( M) and g E G, the injective map c. g E FG( M) defined by 
c. g(g) = c(gg) for gE G. 
Denote by 
C,(M) = F,(M)IG 
the orbit space for the action p, and by 
PC: F,(M) + C,(M) 
the induced principal G-bundle. 
Let [c] = pG(c) denote the element in C,(M) represented by the element c E 
F,(M). 
Elements in FG( M) and C,(M) will be called (ordered respectively unordered) 
G-con$gurutions in M. Correspondingly, the spaces FG( M) and C,(M) are called 
G-con$guration spaces. 
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The construction of PG : FG( kf) + CG( M) is related to similar constructions by 
Duchamp and Hain [l, § l] and, for G a cyclic group, Mdller [13, Proposition 3.73. 
The above construction can be performed fibrewise on the locally trivial fibration 
p: V-+X with fibre M. 
There is an induced locally trivial fibration pF: FG( V) + X with typical fibre 
FG( M), in which the fibre over x E X is the space FG( V,) of injective maps c : G + V, 
of G into the fibre V, of p over x E X. 
We can define a fibrewise free G-action 
p: FG(V)xG+FG(V) 
by associating to an ordered G-configuration c : G + V, in V, and g E G, the ordered 
G-configuration c. g : G -+ V, in V,. 
Since the action is fibrewise we get an induced locally trivial fibration pc : CG( V) + 
X with typical fibre CG( M) and fibre CG( Vx) over x E X. 
Denote by 
cc(v)= Fc(V)/G 
the orbit space for the action p, and by 
PC: FG(v)+cG(v) 
the induced principal G-bundle. 
We call the spaces FG( V) and CG( V) for bundles of G-conjiguration spaces. 
The locally trivial fibrations pF, pc and PG clearly form a commutative diagram 
FG(v)A cGtv) 
\J 
PF PC 
X 
Now suppose there is an embedding of n into p, 
h 
E-V 
\J 
?r P 
X 
For x E X and e E E, in the fibre E, of T over x, define an injective map c, : G+ V, 
by 
c,(g) = h(eg) for gc G. 
If we consider the point eg E E, for g E G, then we have the following computation 
for all g E G, 
c,,(g) = h((eg)g) = h(e(gg)) = c,(gg) = c; g(g). 
This shows that ceg = c, . g and hence that c, and ceg determine the same element 
in Cc(V) for all gE G. 
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Corresponding to the embedding h of rr into p, we get therefore a well defined 
section in pc, 
s,,: X+ C,(V), 
by associating to x E X, the element s,,(x) E C,( V) represented by the injective map 
c, : G + V, defined above for any choice of e E E,. 
Lemma 1.1. 7’he principal G-bundle T: E + X is equivalent as G-bundles to the 
pull-back of pG : FG( V) + C,(V) along the section s,, in pc. 
Proof. We shall define an equivalence k of rr and the pull-back p*G of pG along sh, 
Eql:,$:)_ 
.% 
For e E E, in an arbitrary fibre E, of r we put 
k(e) = (r(e), ce), 
where c, : G + V, is the injective map defined above. Since k( eg) = (7r( e), c, * g) for 
all e E E and g E G, clearly k is an equivalence of G-bundles. 0 
Suppose now conversely, that we are given a section s : X + C,( V) in pc, and 
consider the principal G-bundle p* G : s*( FG( V)) + X over X defined by pull-back 
of pG along s, 
.s *
s*(FG( VI) - FG( V) 
Lemma 1.2. Corresponding to the section s in pc, there is an embedding h, of ps 
into p, 
s*( FG( V)) L V 
\ / 
deJned by h,(x, c) = c(1) for (x, C)E s*(FG( V)). 
Proof. First observe that (x, c) E s*(F,( V)) if and only if s(x) =pG(c). This shows 
that s(x) is a G-configuration in the fibre V, of p over x E X represented by the 
injective map c : G + V,. An arbitrary element in the fibre of pg over x E X has the 
form c. g for some g E G. Since h,(x, c. g) = c. g( 1) = c(g) for all g E G, it is clear 
that h, is a fibrewise embedding of pg into p. 0 
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Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 1.2 combine to the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.3. 7’he principal G-bundle rr : E + X embeds into the locally trivialfibration 
p : V-, X if and only if it is equivalent as G-bundles to the pull-back of pG : Fo( V) + 
C,( V) along a section s : X + C,( V) in pc : C,( V) + X. 
In the special case where the fibration p is the trivial fibration over X with fibre 
M, proj, :X x M + X, we can identify sections in pc with maps (Y :X + C,(M). 
From Theorem 1.3 we extract then easily the following corollary. 
Corollary 1.4. The principal G-bundle T: E +X embeds into the trivial jibration 
proj, : X x M + X tfand only ifit is equivalent to thepull-back ofpo : Fo( M) + C,(M) 
alongamapa:X+C&(M). 
Tracing our constructions we see that the map (Y : X + C,(M) corresponding to 
a given embedding 
1, 
E-XxM 
can be defined as follows. For each x E X, choose a point e E E, in the fibre of r 
over x. Then a(x) E C,(M) is the G-configuration represented by the injective map 
c, : G + M for which h( eg) = (x, c,(g)) for all g E G. 
2. Polynomial principal G-bundles 
Let @ denote the complex plane and z E QZ a complex number. From Section 1 
we have the principal G-bundle 
PC: FCC@) + c,(c) 
between G-configuration spaces. 
On FG(@) there is a canonical simple Weierstrass polynomial of degree ICI, see 
[5, Definition 2.11, namely 
P: F,(@)xC+@, 
defined by 
P(c, z) = rI (z-c(g)). 
EGG 
The Weierstrass polynomial P(c, z) is invariant under G in the sense that 
P(c. g, z) = P(c, z) 
for all c E FG(c), g E G, z E @. 
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Hence P(c, z) induces a simple Weierstrass polynomial 
PG: C,(@)x@+@, 
defined by PG([c], z) = P(c, z). 
p~([cl, z) on GA@), 
Associated with simple Weierstrass polynomials we have polynomial covering 
maps, [5] and [6]. 
Lemma 2.1. As a covering map theprincipal G-bundlep, : FG(C) + Cd(@) is equivalent 
to the polynomial covering map associated with the simple Weierstrass polynomial 
PCACI, z). 
Proof. We use the embedding criterion established in [5, Theorem 5.11. An embed- 
ding of pG into the trivial complex line bundle over C,(C), 
can be defined by 
h(c) = (p&c), c(L)) for c E F&C). 
Since 
h(c .g) = h(c), c(g)) for all g E G 
it is clear that h maps FG(C) homeomorphically onto the polynomial covering space 
associated with the simple Weierstrass polynomial Pc;([c], z). 0 
Definition 2.2. A principal G-bundle 7~ : E + X, which as a covering map is equivalent 
to a polynomial covering map, is called a polynomial principal G-bundle. 
From the embedding criterion [5, Theorem 5.11 we know that a finite covering map 
rr : E -+ X is equivalent to a polynomial covering map if and only if it embeds 
into the trivial complex line bundle over X. From Corollary 1.4 we get therefore 
immediately 
Theorem 2.3. A principal G-bundle T: E + X is polynomial if and only if it is the 
pull-back of pG : FG(@) + C,(C) along a map (Y : X + C,(C). 
3. Characteristic homomorphisms for polynomial principal G-bundles 
Let Elcl denote the group of permutations on G considered as a set. Then EIcI 
is a group of order ] G] !. 
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We can identify G with a subgroup of Sic;, along the monomorphism 
cp: G+& 
defined by p(g)(g) = gg for all g, g E G. 
There is a free ZlcI-action 
PI: F,(C) x -&;I+ FG(C), 
which to c t FG(C) and u E ZIcil associates the element c 0 (T E FG(@). The restriction 
of the action p.’ to G, considered as a subgroup of EIGI along cp, is the previously 
defined action 
/J: F,;(C) x G + F,;(C). 
If we choose a fixed ordering of the elements in G, then the orbit space 
CI,I(@) = F,;(C)/& 
can be identified with the configuration space of an unordered set of ICI points in 
@, and the induced principal E,,,-bundle 
PIGI: FG(@)-, C,G,(@) 
with the bundle defined e.g. in [6, § 21. Choose a base point C,E FG(C), and equip 
C,(C), respectively C,,,(C), with the base point pc;(c,), respectively P)~,(c~). 
Consider the fundamental groups 
BUGI) = n,(C,,,(@)), H(IGO = ~,(FG(@)), B(G) = ~,(CG(@)). 
Following Fade11 and Neuwirth [4], the group B(IGI), respectively H(IG]), can be 
identified with the Artin braid group, respectively coloured braid group, on IG( 
strings. We follow Duchamp and Hain [ 1, 5 l] in calling B(G) the G-braid group. 
By Fade11 and Neuwirth [4], the spaces C,,,(C), FG(C) and C,(C) are Eilenberg- 
MacLane spaces of type (B(lGl), l), (HIG], 1) and (B(G), l), respectively. 
There is an obvious map 
f: Cd(@) + Cl,,(@), 
which to a G-configuration in C associates the corresponding configuration of IG] 
unordered points in C. 
Altogether we have a map between principal bundles, 
I .I 
FG(@) 5 FG(~) 
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The homotopy sequences for pG and PIG/ reduce to short exact sequences, which 
we call braid group sequences. The above map between principal bundles induces a 
homomorphism between the braid group sequences for PC and PIGI, 
l- H(lG])* B(G)& G- 1 
Now let r: E + X be a principal G-bundle. The boundary homomorphism in the 
homotopy sequence for Z-, 
a,: rrr(X) + G, 
classifies 7~ as a principal G-bundle. In fact, two principal G-bundles r, : E, + X, 
i = 1,2, are equivalent as G-bundles if and only if the homomorphisms a,,, and a, 
are conjugate in G. This can easily be proved by considering the classifying map 
of x into the universal principal G-bundle in the sense of Milnor [ll], see also 
Husemoller [9], and using that the classifying space is an Eilenberg-MacLane space 
of type (G, 1). Given the homomorphism a ~, the principal G-bundle can be construc- 
ted out of the universal covering space for X as an associated bundle. 
The principal G-bundle n: E + X viewed as a [Cl-fold covering map has a 
characteristic homomorphism 
/Y(r): r,(X)+&, 
see [6,9: 31. 
Lemma 3.1. The characteristic homomorphism for the principal G-bundle rr: E + X 
viewed as a ICI-fold covering map is given by x( QT) = cp 0 a,. 
Proof. This follows easily since both 3, and ,Y( r) are defined by liftings in rr. 0 
We can now characterize the polynomial principal G-bundles algebraically. 
Theorem 3.2. A principal G-bundle T : E + X is polynomial if and only if the characteris- 
tic homomorphism a iT : z-,(X) + G lifts over rG, 
,JW) 
I / 
'I", / 
/ r<; 
/ 
i q(i) - G 
2, 
i.e. there exists a homomorphism a;: n,(X) + B(G) such that a, = r6 0 a;. 
Proof. As a ICI-fold covering map, r: E + X is polynomial if and only if the 
characteristic homomorphism x(r) : rr,(X) + ZIC;( lifts over rlC;l, [6, Theorem 5.11. 
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Since X(T) = cp 0 3, by Lemma 3.1, an easy analysis of the commutative diagram 
below reveals that a,, lifts over TV if and only if X(T) lifts over 71Gl, and this will 
finish the proof. 
1 I 
1 1 0 
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